Produce Exclusive
Open Multi-Deck

Reveal®
MERCHANDISER®

PX

Zero Zone®
As one store owner put it, “You can buy groceries about anywhere today, but if we have the freshest meat, freshest produce, people will shop with us.” Give yourself the competitive edge by choosing the Zero Zone Reveal Merchandiser® Produce Exclusive (PX) case! The Reveal PX case displays produce unlike any other open multi-deck in the industry. The sleek and clean design of the case plus the consistent and reliable illumination from the ChillBrite® LED Lighting enhances the natural appeal of the fresh produce. What are you waiting for? Make the choice that will enhance your produce display and keep shoppers coming back for more!

PX Benefits:
- Impactful showstopper
- Easy to install, easy to maintain
- Easy to shop, easy to fill
- Keeps produce fresh longer
- Long-lasting and durable

PX Options:
- Either 80” or 82” tall
- Low or medium sills
- Optional glass fronts available
- Angled end frame with optional window
- Angled and tiered heavy duty shelving

From Retailers Like You...

“I’ve been in the grocery business for 51 years, and I think this is one of the best produce presentations I’ve ever seen.”
- Store Manager of a Wisconsin Retailer

“We have a very high volume produce distribution, and we wanted to make that our big, impactful showstopper when you walk through the door.”
- General Manager of a Louisiana Retailer

Contact your sales representative at zero-zone.com today!